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"This composition of our time and place embraces six billion people with their faces 
young and old, some being born and others dying, some white and many brown and 
yellow and black. Each one is a unique individual, they all aspire to live life, to use their 
talents, to support their families and care for their children and elders, to enjoy peace and 
security and to make tomorrow better. 
Thanks to science and technology, human society is able to solve problems such as feed­
ing the hungry, sheltering the homeless or developing more just conditions of life, but 
stubbornly fails to accomplish this. How can a booming economy, the most prosperous 
and global ever, still leave over half of humanity in poverty? 
Injustice is rooted in a spiritual problem, and its solution requires a spiritual conversion 
of each one's heart and a cultural conversion of our global society so that humankind, 
with all the powerful means at its disposal, might exercise the will to change the sinful 
structures afflicting our world." 
Rev. Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J. 
Superior General Emeritus of the Society of Jesus 
Santa Clara University, October 6, 2000 
1PROCESSIONAL
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
CLASS OF 1963
XAVIER UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF
ADMINISTRATION
JOHN A. ELET, S.J. SCHOLAR
Alexandra Lake, Class of 2013
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
GRAND MARSHAL
Ernest Fontana, Professor, Department of English
PRESIDENT
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Scott A. Chadwick, Provost and Chief Academic Officer
POSTING OF COLORS
Xavier University ROTC Battalion
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Xavier University Harmon-X
INVOCATION
Grace Badik, 2013 Recipient of the Dorothy Day Award
PRESENTATION OF MAGIS AWARD
Kate Loftus Riley ‘98
Ann Finefrock Hoffman, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD
Joseph P. Viviano, Class of ’59
Joseph Rippe, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF PAUL O’CONNOR, S.J., LEADERSHIP AWARD
Daniel McLoughlin, Department of Chemistry
Barbara Howard, Presenter
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
Anthony Muñoz,Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa
Robert J. Kohlhepp ‘71, Presenter
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Anthony Muñoz
STUDENT ADDRESS
Alexandra Lake, John A. Elet, S.J. Scholar, Class of 2013
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREESS
Scott A. Chadwick
Janice B. Walker, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
D. Mark Meyers, Dean, College of Social Sciences, Health, and Education
Brian D. Till, Dean, Williams College of Business
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
ALUMNI GREETING
William Wester ’87, President, National Alumni Association
ALMA MATER XAVIER 
Xavier University Harmon-X
BENEDICTION AND CLOSING REMARKS
RECESSIONAL
* The Magis Award recognizes a Xavier undergraduate alum who, within 15 years of graduation, has achieved a high degree of excellence and embodies Jesuit morals and ethical values 
in her or his life.
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
2HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAY 3, 2013
Rachel Alexandra Bier
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly Marie Bunting
Cum Laude
Brendan Connor Chisholm
Thomas Richard Finke
Cum Laude
Jensen Grey Kolaczko
Magna Cum Laude
Sean David Minion
Summa Cum Laude
John Rudolph Prijatel
Cum Laude
Anna Theresa Wiley
Summa Cum Laude
Donald Franklin Young
HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS-
PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND 
THE PUBLIC
MAY 3, 2013
Grace Marie Badik
Magna Cum Laude
Sean Patrick Cahill
Olivia Mae Earls
Magna Cum Laude
Rosalynd Sylvani Erney
Cum Laude
Amanda Maria Fisher
Andrew Francis Fuller
Cum Laude
Ricardo Antionio Garcia Jr.
Cum Laude
James Henry Geiser III
Cum Laude
Daniel Robert Graziano
Michael Patrick Hills
Jonathan David Keillor
Matthew Tyler Keyes
Cum Laude
Erin Kathleen King
Cum Laude
Emily Rose McLaughlin
Cum Laude
Rahiel Abraham Michael
Kelsey Elaine Reed
Patrick Robert Schlembach
Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Lawrence Schreiber
Cum Laude
Mary Katharine Wiggins
BACHELOR OF ARTS-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
AUGUST 10, 2012
Samantha Lynn Groark
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Abby Michelle Anderson
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Ellen Atkinson
Summa Cum Laude
Joseph James Carr
Magna Cum Laude
Charlotte Patricia Delaney
Summa Cum Laude
Brooke Ashley Eastman
Cum Laude
Cristopher Michael Freese
Edward Christopher Herbers
Magna Cum Laude
Eileen Margaret Herlihy
Samantha Ann Higgins
Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Jolly
Cum Laude
Philip Joseph Krzeski
Cum Laude
Maeve Brigid Maloney
Ryan Ronald Martin
Daniel Patrick Miller
Matthew Stevens Naven
Magna Cum Laude
Tyler Jeffrey Raible
Cum Laude
Kristine Anne Reilly
Anna Catherine Robertson
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Roveda
Magna Cum Laude
Haley Marie Seger
Cum Laude
Ryan John Simerlink
Magna Cum Laude
Cory Michael Weeks
Erin Marie Williams
Chi On Wong
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Shannon Michelle Pratt
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Naureen Taj Asif
Andrew Dennis Bodziony
Cum Laude
Maria Maged Botros
Magna Cum Laude
Elise Cronin
Cum Laude
Lisa Marie Daum
Magna Cum Laude
Brooke Ashley Eastman
Cum Laude
Lindsay Marie Gallagher
Magna Cum Laude
Christian Erik Gausvik Jr.
Summa Cum Laude
Eileen Margaret Herlihy
Rebecca Lynn Holroyd
Tyler Stephen Imfeld
Magna Cum Laude
Jaclyn Harrington Jansen
Zachary Coffee Joyce
Magna Cum Laude
Alison Michelle Kehling
Cum Laude
Maeve Brigid Maloney
John James McClellan III
Sadie Marie Olson
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Marie Polomsky
Cum Laude
Nicholas Dunn Posey
Summa Cum Laude
Noah Jonathan Stromberg
Tyler James Styons
Magna Cum Laude
Haitong Tai
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Lynn Wildey
Christopher Bruck Zust
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Sharron Ashley Caci
Magna Cum Laude
Abigail Lee Jones
Summa Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Rose Gina Chott
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Dennis Crawford
Cum Laude
Matthew Gregory DeMuth
Cum Laude
Rebecca Katherine Engle
Cum Laude
Robert William Jones
Cum Laude
Kristen Marie Kennedy
Summa Cum Laude
Rachel Mary Krajewski
Cum Laude
Alexandra Lauren Lake
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan O’Driscoll
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Emily Katherine Dittgen
Magna Cum Laude
Julie Lynn Krechting
Summa Cum Laude
Erin Nicole Mueller
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Kristen Kimberly Schulte
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
SOCIAL WORK-UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLAR
MAY 3, 2013
Rachel Christine Drotar
COMMUNITY-ENGAGED 
FELLOWS
HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS-
PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND 
THE PUBLIC
MAY 3, 2013
Zachary Thomas Alberti
Owen David Raisch
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAY 3, 2013
Rebecca Jean Bayens
Magna Cum Laude
Meghan Leigh Savercool
HONORS PROGRAMS
3BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-
UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR
MAY 3, 2013
Erin Renee Black
Calesse Allison Cardosi
Magna Cum Laude
Megan Lee DeRosier
Cum Laude
Catherine Anne Marini
Summa Cum Laude
David Nicholas Schappler
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING-UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLAR
MAY 3, 2013
Lauren Austin Boxell
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. Janice B. Walker, Dean 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Tosha Renee Davenport
Cardell Stevenson Gadsden
MAY 3, 2013
Margaret Alice Behan
BACHELOR OF ARTS
AUGUST 10, 2012
Ross William Bowsher
Ellen Dorothy Burke
Philip Shelton Chevalier
Jeffrey Michael Clift
Kelsey Marie Edson
Patrick Daniel Fagel
Jason Christopher Furtick
Casey Elizabeth Gamber
Abigail Genevieve Gerard
Alexandra Paige Larrison
Kristin Sue Lonsway
Edalio Antonio Maldonado
Richard Leibrandt Notter III
Erin Elizabeth Rust
Trenton Thomas West
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Katherine Rose Anthony
Brendan Terrence Coleman
Lori Anne Beimesche-Fothergill
Cum Laude
Tyler Scott Horn
Rebecca Ann Lipps
Elizabeth Marie Moore
Summa Cum Laude
Steven Vincent Riser
Lisa Barbara Selnick
Michael Charles Stephan
James Joseph Wiederhold Jr.
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Bethelehem Felseta Akalu
David Anthony Albert
Kally Jo Alkire
Matthew Michael Allen
Cum Laude
Alexander Charles Allen-Tunsil
Justin Shahanne Almodovar
Emily Eileen Augustin
Lisa Katrin Bachmann
Cum Laude
Katelynn Elizabeth Barnett
Cum Laude
Adam Michael Bauman
Andrea Dorothy Bazzoli
Magna Cum Laude
Alicia Flynn Bennett
Christiny Dolan Betsch
Oliver William Birckhead IV
Hannah Marcella Black
Cum Laude
Gina Lynn-Kristie Bocchetta
Molly Elizabeth Boes
Jessica Lauren Bowlin
Cody Yasushi Brooks
Javan J. Brown
Taylor Baye Brown
William Patrick Burchett
Andrew John Bush
Maria Catherine Butauski
Patrick John Cannon
Caleb Edwin Childers
Samuel Thomas Conchuratt
Cum Laude
Analisa Condon
David Matthew Coniglio
Julia Benedicta Costello
Ellen Jane Cserbak
Roderick Ira Curry
Sarah Elizabeth Dean
Jennifer Lynn Deighton
Claire Michele Demiryan
Summa Cum Laude
Philip Thomas Diaz
Cum Laude
Christopher M. Diedling
Valerie Grace Diehl
Mihailo Dimitrijević
Christopher Sean Dobbs
Cum Laude
Michael Bradley Douglas
Maureen Elizabeth Doyle
Shelby Alessa DuBois
Brooke Alexandra Eberly
Brent S Edwards
Kathryn Rita Evanoff
Vanessa Marie Felipe-Morales
Tarren Maurice Finch
Rebekah Erin Ford
Stephen James Foy
Jessica Lee Friedhoff
Anne Marie Frigo
Cum Laude
Carrie Michelle Gaige
Ricardo Antonio Garcia Jr.
Cum Laude
Kelsey Reeves Garrison
Erica Renee Gehring
James Henry Geiser III
Cum Laude
Alexander Zane Gildea
Jacob Corbett Glaser
Kenna Elise Goodrich
Cum Laude
Robert E. Graham III
Amberly Tierra Gray
Ronald Charles Grethel II
Catherine Antonia Gruber
Scott William Gula
Rachael Elizabeth Harris
Jacquelyn Marie Hart
Arthur Thomas Havey
Cum Laude
Marion F. Hedger
Cum Laude
Christine M. Hegarty
Evan T. Herbert
Catherine Agnes Heywood
Madeline Theresa Hickey
Jessie Marie Howenstine
Cum Laude
Tylor Christian Hull
Anthony Jonathan Hurst
Mariah Lynn Hurt
Alyssa Mary Janicki
Ryan Frederick Jefferds
Kameryn MacKenzie Jones
Cum Laude
Garrett Jaminson Keirns
Emily Jane Kenkel
Hayley Lynn Kerschen
Alexander Charles King
Caitlin Margaret Kloppenburg
Francisco W. Kondor
Matthew Robert Kwiatkowski
Violet Nicole LaPore
Elizabeth Marie Leal
Hannah Claire LeFevre
Kyle Alan Light
Robert Lawrence Lisiecki
Cum Laude
Lee Robert Little
Cum Laude
Stanzi Littlefield
Franklin Philip Loeffler III
Sean Patrick Luke
Cum Laude
Jacob Nathaniel Lutz
Magna Cum Laude
Angela Marie Mason
Cum Laude
David Lee Maxwell
Magna Cum Laude
Garrett Norbert McComas
Cayla Elizabeth McCrea
Kailyn Ann McGowan
Cum Laude
Timothy Robert Meisman
Madeline Rae Miller
Cum Laude
Oscar Needom Mitchell III
Hillary Anne Munson
Alexandra Nese
Sara Killbeard Niccum
Robert Edward Nichols
Karina Miyuki Ogawa
Caitlin Marleen O’Shaughnessy
Patrick John Parkinson
Kate Marie Patton
Daryl Pea
Cum Laude
4Jennifer Marie Perri
Micah Jeremy Pfundstein
Haley Anne Quinn Pohlman
Eric Wesley Price
John Rudolph Prijatel
Cum Laude
Amanda Jean Rainey
William Ignatius Ramella
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Reineke
Cum Laude
Molly Ritchie
Cum Laude
Jeffrey Wayne Robinson Jr.
Chelsea Rodstrom
Alexander Anthony Rogers
Matthew Charles Rosado
Eleanor Marie Ross
Emily Louise Rossetti
Katherine Leigh Rougraff
Erin Ann Rudolph
Cum Laude
Benjamin Scott Rumbaugh
Lauretta Ann Ruppert
Ralph John Rust
Kaitlyn Marie Ryan
Kristin Norine Sanfilippo
Morgan Elizabeth Schafer
LeeAnn Erin Scherbauer
Cum Laude
Michael Robert Schwallie
Lakreshia Monique Shepard-McKenzie
Elizabeth Rose Shouvlin
Alexandra Lorelle Smith
Michael Ezekial Solomon
Heather Marie Souza
Allyson Gail Spivey
Kerry Aileen Stephen
Raven Symone Stevenson
Zachary Thomas Stock
Ryan S. Strzepek
Amelia Rose Stultz
Donna Jean Szostak
Kathryn Cook Thomas
Cum Laude
Alexis Anne Thorne
Ismael Mouftoon Tidjani
Kevin Douglas Tighe
Keith Michael Topper
Patrick James Robert Turner
Alexander Paul Valenti
Megan Kay Victor
Brian Joseph Volpenhein
Seth Timothy Walsh
Patrick J. Welch
Melanie Joy Whitelock
Timothy Michael Wiethop
Carolyn Louise Williams
Summa Cum Laude
Lindzey Page Williams
Stephen Christopher Wojtila
William McLeister Wolf
Jacob Paul Wright
William Joshua Wright
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AUGUST 10, 2012
Andre Isaac Doub
Trent Herbert Eckle
Casey James Layer
Cum Laude
Kristin Sue Lonsway
Joseph David Lyons
Joshua Andrew Miller
Richard Leibrandt Notter III
Sean Patrick O’Connor
Kristen Clare Poedtke
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Rapkin
Kyle Patrick Ritter
Peter Andrew Smith
Magna Cum Laude
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Melanie Victoria Andrews
Joshua Michael Root
Henry John Weiss III
MAY 3, 2013
Sarah Jamal Abu-Rashed
Tiara Nicole Anderson
Alexander Michael Antonelli
Cum Laude
Benjamin Lee Ballew
Frank Alexander Bertsch
Cum Laude
Matthew Robert Bigliano
Magna Cum Laude
Paige Elizabeth Bolcas
Kathryn Marie Breidenstein
Susan Diane Bright
Taylor Baye Brown
Stephen Thomas Buchanan
J D Burleson III
Jacob Travis Burlew
Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Fallon Butts
Cum Laude
Rey Anthony Bonje Carandang
Cum Laude
Meaghan Alexandra Clark
Bryan Partick Clippinger
Michael Dylan Collins
Bradley Wilson Cook
Rachel Ann Courtney
Cum Laude
Christopher William Cowens
Kyle Andrew Darpel
Summa Cum Laude
Patrick Liam Deacon
Alexis Rae Hopewell DeBell
Hameer Deo
Alysha Leanna DeWees
Alexandre Dylan Crawford Dixon
Christopher Sean Dobbs
Cum Laude
Jillian Rose Dolciato
Magna Cum Laude
Eileen Casey Donovan
Magna Cum Laude
Kaylin Grace Earnest
Robert Andrew Escamilla
Diana Lynn Fornalczyk
Brandon Michael Freeman
Alexandra Nichole Goodrich
Justin Reid Gotherman
Matthew Robert Graczyk
Landon Wesley Graham
Cum Laude
Timothy William Graulty
Alissa Nicole Grogan
Brian Patrick Hanley
Meredith Grace Harrison
Margaret Lillian Hazlett
Jacob Ryan Heath
Daniel Edward Hellmann
Cum Laude
Malachi Andrew Henry
Joseph Paul Hetzer
Lindsey Catherine Hittmeier
Timothy Scott Horton
Caitlin K. Husar
Stephanie Nicole Jantzen
Cum Laude
Gregory Alfred Kampman
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Jane Kenkel
Jonathan Thomas Kuhl
Christopher Michael Lagnese
Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Christian Lamb
Jennifer Marie Ledonne
Cum Laude
Brianne Nicole Lehnig
Cum Laude
Anne Kathryn Lennon
Cum Laude
Andrew Donald Leyden
Elizabeth Ashley Lucich
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Laura Marsh
Morgan Leigh Martin
Cum Laude
Patrick Francis Martin
Brittany Amanda Mays
Katherine Suzanne McCarthy
Cum Laude
Peter Fitzgerald McNamara
Mallory Ann Meade
Samantha Alexandra Messmer
David Thomas Miller
Cum Laude
Steven Matthew Monahan
Usman Saleem Muhammad
Jennifer Therese Murphy
Bradley Andrew Nakamura
Magna Cum Laude
Melissa Collin Nelson
Aziz Ravshanovich Nuritdinov
Ryan Timothy O’Connor
Joseph Mahlon O’Hara
Cum Laude
Nicholas Alec Pease
Cum Laude
Cameron Ethan Eugene Rolle
Alexandra Kayla Ryan
Megan Cathleen Schaefer
Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Anne Scheidler
Cum Laude
Nicholas Anthony Scott
Cum Laude
Steve Lloyd Sharp
Muhammad Taha Sheikh
David Anthony Sheron II
Kauser Siddiqui
Amber Lynn Smith
John Richard Speth
Cory Nicholas St. Clair
Laura Jo Sundrup
Molly Kathleen Thompson
Nicholas O’Neill Turon
Cum Laude
Erica Lynn Vanderbilt
Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Renee Walsh
Anna Kristina Walsworth
Austin Taylor Wilson
Cum Laude
5Michael Christopher Zelik
Cum Laude
BreAnna Lee Zilm
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
AUGUST 10, 2012
Daniel Joseph Quinn
MAY 3, 2013
Eva Marie Witt
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS
AUGUST 10, 2012
Andrea Marie AbouJaoude
Laura Margaret Calhoun
Cum Laude
Richard Canelas
Charlene Renee Davis
Jeffery Allan Davis
Tonya Lenore Dixon
Brian Daniel Flick
John Connor Gavin
Christina Rose Good
Christopher Michael Boeh Gordon
Minnisha Shondrea Johnson
Katherine Denise Kittrell
Mark Steven Lyons
Joseph Sean Meier
Timothy Chet Miller
Jennifer Leigh Mitsch
Angela Marie Nagel
Channing Blake Nunez
Marie Nicole Overberg
Aisha Joy Johnson-Patterson
Ashlee Morgan Peck
Cum Laude
Hannah Gabriel Pomales
Cum Laude
Brennan Charles Rooney
Allison Claire Sasso
Kevin Christopher Staton
Louis Frederick Terhar III
Yilin Wang
Magna Cum Laude
Molly Elizabeth Wellbrock
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher Glen Young
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Xabier Aizpuru
Christine Suzanne Bacha
Stephanie Kaye Bricker
Michael Raymond Brodeur
Shekinah Tonova Raquel Caldwell
Latoya Grace Crawford
Michael Henry Faught
Benjamin Russell Foley
Robert Christian Gortner
Kyle Kurtis Goudy
Roy Grever
Kurtis Warren Posadas Hawkins
Harry Lee Holbert Jr.
Rebecca Elizabeth Kemen
Janet Bain Kindig
Hicham Kodhi
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy James Koester
Tonya Law
Ashley Nicole Lockhart
Chelsey Lynn Lukens
Nathan Michael Mollohan
Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Anne Marie Shirley
Kristen Ann Swank
Michael Deighan Sweeney
Aminata Sy
Teresa Ann Theetge
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Cori Torchia
Gary Dean Walters
Rachel Deidre Watkins
MAY 3, 2013
Samuel Kodam Azeba
Tonya Shay Banks
Niki Jo Beard
Michael Christopher Beiting
Ryan Matthew Blandford
Reagan Craig Blanks
Timothy Charles Boesch
Cum Laude
Hal Tucker Bracken
Olivia Nicole Catanzaro
Shieh Yen Chong
Michael Thomas-John Cirino
Justin Anreti Cline-Bailey
Mark David Colley
Angela Patrice Cook
Kacie Michelle Cook
Ryan Christopher Davidson
Anthony T. Donnellon
Rhonda Janice Furr
Ian Jeffery Goddard
Annie Catherine Grady
Erin Michelle Graessle
Joel Steven Gray
Kristina Marie Groh
Katie Patricia Hartmann
Andrew Herbert Hunt
Jamie Lee Hutchins
Johnathan Jermaine Johnson
Alexandar Joseph Kleinheider
Patricia Kathleen Kohl
Heather Anne Kuntz
Nicole Suzanne Lamirand
Summa Cum Laude
Alicia Renee Lopez
Elise Louise Macella
Jarred E.Marks
Jenniffer Alejandra Marschner
Cum Laude
Linda Darnell Matthews
Gayle Esther McKinney
Deborah Jean Meagher
Magna Cum Laude
Kevin James Morgan
Christopher Michael Nieto
Anita Nixon
Nicole Constance Nuzzi
Tykiesha Deeshay O’Neill
Aidan Daniel O’Rourke
Daffney K. Pagenstecher
Veronica Perez
Isaiah Lemart Philmore
Sarah Lynn Popik
Maria Despina Sakelos
Linda Darnell Matthews
Cory James Sweet
Travis Theodore Taylor
Andrea Angelica Tell Summers
Elizebeth Marie Thomas
Allen Lee Walker Jr.
Meliame Sivalu Jazmon White
Grace Binlan Yang
Linda Alicia Young
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Dr. D. Mark Meyers, Dean
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
AUGUST 10, 2012
Karen R. Schehr
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Torin Mathew Thomas III
MAY 3, 2013
Mary Paige Barnes
Amy Marie Fritz
Alexandra Catherine Gilmore
Erin Michelle Graessle
Gina Francesca LaCortiglia
Elizabeth Marie Massey
Taryn Elizabeth McCarthy
Melissa Ann McComas
Timothy James Powell
Maria Despina Sakelos
Jennifer Lynn Simonton
Samantha M. Stricker
Abbey Elizabeth Szabados
Amy Christine Trippet
Alexandra J. Wolfert
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MAY 3, 2013
Hannah Kathleen Fassler
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AUGUST 10, 2012
Morgan LaChone Boykin
Robert Alexander Curtis
Cum Laude
Andrea Len-Sa’ Jordan
Robert Hugh O’Brien
Lauren Ann O’Connell
Eric Charles Thompson
Brandon Jerome Tucker
DECEMBER 14, 2012
James Patrick Byrne
Timothy Alan DeLicath II
Meghan Patricia Dorato
Kathleen Taylor Dulle
Mariana Beatriz Fernandez
Michael Dominic Hasychak
James Charles Johnson
6Sean Andrew Maffett
Magna Cum Laude
Melanie Kay McLaughlin
Ian Disbrow Meiksins
Bethany Michele Miller
Brenda Renee Miller
Cum Laude
Jennifer Alayne O’Connor
Suzanne Caroline Roth
Emily Renee Rutschilling
Cum Laude
Heather Lindsey Savitt
Meghan Elizabeth Schiff
Claire Marie Stephenson
Natalie Ann Varrone
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Fana Hailu Abraha
David Anthony Albert
Joshua Stephen Arney
Andrew James Artzt
Erin Maureen Avallon
Patrick Thomas Bailey
Cum Laude
Amanda Corinne Baird
Cheyenne Siera Baumgardner
Sarah Hay Beckman
Margaret Alice Behan
Ashlee Marie Bennett
Brandt Michael Bernat
Cum Laude
Molly Elizabeth Boes
Curtis Alan Bohnhoff
Chase Matthew Boland
Cum Laude
Brianna Marie Bonner
Cory Michael Brenneman
Emily Anne Broderick
Cum Laude
Taylor Baye Brown
Bernadette Marie Burke
Summa Cum Laude
Kylee Elizabeth Burke
Ariana Calderon
Cassandra Marie Campbell
Magna Cum Laude
Emilia Louisa Campbell
Cum Laude
Brandon Philip Cannell
Nicholas Robert Carovillano
Olivia Danielle Carter
Patrick Francis Casey
John William Cassidy
Ryan Thomas Caufield
Jacques Adore-Junior Chansavang
Rachel Marie Chickerella
Cum Laude
Joseph Daniel Clarke
Bridget Kathleen Crippen
Zenobia Ann Morgan Curtis
Kimberly Ann Cutter
Michael Joseph Czopek
Kelsey Michelle Davidson
Kristina Ann Dearwester
Cum Laude
Rebecca Ashley Dobbs
Gregory Stephen Dolcich
Allyson Nichole Doliboa
Morgan Elizabeth Dorsey
Michael Paul Dries
Krystine Raeschelle Early
Cum Laude
Alison Maria Edwards
Lauren Artha Enty
Michal Frances Eubanks
Cum Laude
Kathryn Suzanne Evans
Camille Marie Frommeyer
Cum Laude
Jayma Renae George
Joseph Byron Gesick
Margaret A. Gill
Zachary Joseph Haitz
Lauren Nicole Hammersmith
David Michael Harding
Maura Kathleen Heffernan
Rebecca Rose Heilman
Cum Laude
Theresa Marie Hennard
Cum Laude
Anna Marie Henry
Kyle Mitchell Hickey
Katherine Elizabeth Hodulik
Cum Laude
Caroline Mary Hohl
Magna Cum Laude
Tylor Christian Hull
Michael Robert Hutton
Molly Beth Johnson
Cum Laude
Marikka Chantelle Joseph
Cum Laude
Katherine Danielle Keller
Mason Weeks Kelly
Emily Rose Klein
Molly Elizabeth Klump
Magna Cum Laude
Erica Leigh Krasienko
Megan Elizabeth Laub
Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Lee
Nicholas Charles Lisena
Leanna Marie Lucas
Mercy Morrison Mabalot
Justin Alan Marshall
Eric Robert Marzheuser
Kenneth Tobin McGrath
Adele Krah Means
Cum Laude
Jordan Marie Meece
Sarah Irene Merkt
Kaycee Danielle Meyer
Cum Laude
Sarah Joyce Mihovk
Megan Patricia Milo
Magna Cum Laude
Kenyatta Deshay Mitchell
Brandon Joseph Mivelaz
Spencer Michael Paul Moore
Andrew Louis Mueller
Kayla Marie Neal
Cum Laude
Henry Jay Nolan
Joseph Christopher O’Malley
Kyle Thomas Osborn
Jason Edward Otto
Magna Cum Laude
Cybill Ankomah Owusu
Jessica Anne Pachko
Cum Laude
Kelsey Elizabeth Paduano
Alexander Christian Payne
Brittany Alexis Phillips
Kelsey Jan Phillips
Mallory Victoria Pie’
Renee Elizabeth Plesh
Alison Nicole Price
Cum Laude
James Lee Quereé
Christopher James Rains
Shelbi Briann Reed
Adam Kenneth Reel
Zachary Thomas Reindel
Cum Laude
Rachelle Simone Rhodes
Nina Marie Ricci
Cum Laude
Aimee Elisabeth Rich
Rachel Monique Richardson
Erik Michael Riley
Claire Ann Robillard
Nicholas Joseph Roetting
Kristen Ariel-Denise Rogers
Nicholas Taylor Sagorsky
Joseph Michael Schaefer
Julia Rose Schmid
Jonathan Lawrence Schroeder
Brienne Elizabeth Schuliger
Cum Laude
Kate Marie Sherman
Magna Cum Laude
Cassandra Inez Shuff
Ashleigh Marie Smith
Caitlyn Sue Solomon
Cum Laude
Jessica Anne Spurlock
Cum Laude
Brieanna Lynn Stegman
Caitlin Mae Stiles
Summa Cum Laude
Caroline June Stone
Cum Laude
Michael Matthew Stophlet
Ryan Allen Sturgeon
Dylan Fitzpatrick Talcott
Karen Deneen Taylor
Kathleen Lucille Theisen
Denaisha Lynn Thomas
Magna Cum Laude
Kathryn Cook Thomas
Cum Laude
Katherine Mary Thompson
Jonathan David Tobergte
Leslie Carol Twehues
Taylor Ashlee Ullom
Christine Elizabeth Ulrich
Cum Laude
Greg Michael Valerius
Kristin Reanne Vaughn
Kalee Nicole Vicars
Megan Joy Walden
Summa Cum Laude
Brison Deverick Wammes
Steve Olawale-Ishola Webb
Cum Laude
Danielle Elizabeth Wilber
Randi Christine Windemuller
Garrett James Withiam
Brian Christopher Wolfer
Victoria Elizabeth Yontz
Colin Robert Zidar
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Stephen Zidar
Cum Laude
7BACHELOR OF LIBERAL ARTS
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Craig William Bengel
Mary Elizabeth Bertsch
Jeremy Franklin Britton
Natalie Yvonne Centers
Tracy Ann Chappell
Rachel Leanne Clark
Cum Laude
Chelsea Louise Crawford
Shannon Therese Dehne
Magna Cum Laude
Emily Rose Freytag
Madison Paige Gambill
Andrea Marie Giovine
Summa Cum Laude
Meredith Eileen Goodwin
Cum Laude
Hilary Lynn Gorbach
Rose Caroline Goyette
Megan Therese Hammersmith
Magna Cum Laude
Annie Elizabeth Holubeck
Cum Laude
Alexa Rae Hughes
Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Hungler
Heather Lee Janda
Cum Laude
Rachelle Lyn King
Gregory Lee Lilly
Amanda Nicole Milburn
Bethany Lynne Minich
Clare Christine Ogonek
Magna Cum Laude
Briana Kathleen O’Neill
Morgan Nicole Peacock
Lacey Marie Powell
Sarah Anne Richardson
Cum Laude
Toria Lynn Roa
Kimberly Ann Sabo
Kellie Lynne Tekulve
Cum Laude
Stephanie Alyse Vorherr
Cum Laude
Kristin Nicole Walden
Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Marie Walters
Jessica Nicole Weber
Cum Laude
Lia Renee Westhafer
Cum Laude
MAY 3, 2013
Kurt Edward Kaufmann
Abbey Elizabeth Totten
Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
NURSING
MAY 3, 2013
Kirsten Marie Aliber
Cum Laude
Jacqueline Marie Bauman
Magna Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Marie Baumann
Cum Laude
Allison Marie Becker
Cum Laude
Eric Richard Berning
Cum Laude
André Cordeiro Bezerra
Alyssa Marie Brady
Magna Cum Laude
Chelsea Hunter Brandewie
Stephanie Kay Browske
Cum Laude
Anna Grace Buchheit
Mallory Erin Frances Callahan
Alexandra Marie Calvert
Cum Laude
Hannah Marie Cardinale
Abigail Catherine Carlin
Sarah Joan Clark
Kathleen Elizabeth Croghan
Brooke Michelle Daley
Cum Laude
Caroline Lee Shinhye Daniels-Howell
Mariah Jasmine deWeaver
Lauren Murphy Drury
Cum Laude
Ashley Marie Duchak
Cum Laude
Margaret Irene Eckstein
Cum Laude
René Alejandro Flores
Lisa Marie Forsthoefel
Alexandra Rose Fox
Kaela Jo Freppon
Reid Kim Frick
Elizabeth Joan Groh
Cum Laude
Grace Catherine Gucciardi
Cum Laude
Erin Paige Hafer
Kayla Rae Harris
Cum Laude
Kelly Marie Hartig
Cum Laude
Kristiana Ashley Hausman
Melissa Beth Hoen
Ashley Marie Holbrook
Kaylee Nicole Huber
Cum Laude
Kelsey Michelle Jeffs
Jessica Lee Jones
Zelina Ebony-Teresa Jones
Megan Jung-Zimmerman
Alexis Marilee Keck
Katherine Sue Kelty
Cum Laude
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kessler
Cum Laude
Bridget Patricia King
Rayanne Michele Klein
Cum Laude
Amanda Elise Koenig
Cum Laude
Kelsey Anne Labbe
Cum Laude
Kelly Ann LeMaster
Jacqueline Lee Liegibel
Emily Ann Lindsey
Jaime Dawn Lunsford
Rachel Marie Lyons
Cum Laude
Megan Irene McQuade
Cum Laude
Lauren Marie Metzker
Cum Laude
Jacob Lee Milnes
Bridget Christine Neff
Susan Elise Pauley
Magna Cum Laude
Rachael Rothwell Peck
Summa Cum Laude
Nichole Marie Perrin
Cum Laude
Kaitlin Nicole Phillips
Kristin Nicole Robbe
Morgan Lynn Russell
Cum Laude
Patrick David Scheurer
Charele Lynn Schork
Mary Audrey Schuessler
Chelsea Leanne Sensibaugh
Patricia Newman Sommer
Abigail Rose Steinacker
Cum Laude
Allison Elizabeth Surkamp
Alexandra Lynn Tabory
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Nicole Terry
Brittany Ann Wantz
Cum Laude
Emily Frances Ward
Megan Margaret Ward
Julia Mae Wenger
Anne Marie Wolfe
Kaitlyn Marie Wurtenberger
Jillian Marie Zahora
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
SOCIAL WORK
AUGUST 10, 2012
Diamond Alexander Slaughter Fuqua
Cidney Jean Schlesinger
MAY 3, 2013
Sarah Anne Ciabotti
Megan Siobhan Foley
Blake Steven Gibson
Kellie Elizabeth Lanzillotta
Magna Cum Laude
Erica Lynne O’Connell
Magna Cum Laude
Tierney Marie O’Day
Jessica Anne Pachko
Cum Laude
Alexandra Ross Pool
Cum Laude
Juliann Christine Schwieter
Cum Laude
Juan Carlos Vargas
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ADMINISTRATION
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Carman C. Linder
With Honors
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 10, 2012
Shelbi Lauren Adams
Rachel Claire Blanke
Christopher Richard Burger
Veronica Alisha Corn
Lyden Lorrie Foust
Andrew Jonathan Hess
Joanna Pei-Feng Lee
Christopher Douglas Leeds
Kevin Patrick Maccarone
Garrett Patrick Meikle
Brett Patrick Norris
Juan Miguel Perez
Marc Ferran Pretorius
Ryan Alan Retallick
Kendra Rhodes
Nicholas Christopher Rivera
Michael Patrick Rohde
Kezia Nicole Southern
Naimah Miya Spencer
Benjamin Thomas Henry Strauss
Yasmin Haq Thomas
Samantha Ann Wittekind
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Meredith Ann Albright
Brittany Carleda Armour
Magna Cum Laude
Natalie Marie Asfoura
Patrick Michael Bandy
Carson Charles Borchert
Michael Patrick Cassidy
William Reid Danford Jr.
Cum Laude
Jazmyn Sandra Farr
Cum Laude
Joseph Connor Flynn
James Edward Getzen
Mackenzie Anne Hale
Cum Laude
Nicolas Elliott Helser
Brandon Zechariah Hoff
Grant Gregory Joseph
Charles Richard Kazior
Robert Frederick Kurtzner
Carman C. Linder
Cum Laude
Ian Patrick Moore
Holly Elyse Navarro
Logan Timothy O’Sicky
Marco A. Piccirillo
Angela Anissa Siekman
Cum Laude
Derrick Demarcus Stewart
Robert Joseph Szabo
Jessica Lynn Tamulski
Alexander David Vice
Daniel Joseph Weber
Nate West
Andy Fang Xu
MAY 3, 2013
Peter Edwin Adams
Cum Laude
Eric Joseph Ambrosy
Andrew Chase Archer
Nathan Michael Bailey
Rachael Elizabeth Basinger
Cory D. Bastian
Ellen Thompson Bauer
Magna Cum Laude
Michael Andrew Bauer
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew James Baumgartner
Austin David Behan
Stephen Michael Bennett
Jamie Louise Bergsman
Evan Michael Betts
Douglas Albert  Bezeredi
Richard Allen Bezold Jr.
Cum Laude
Gardiner Pratt-Taylor Bink
Catherine Anne Bloomberg
Katherine Anne Bousson
Catalina Maria Briola
Nicholas Anthony Broerman
Caelin Brooks-Ronan
Ashley Catherine Burk
Hannah Elizabeth Butcher
Cum Laude
Jeffrey Adam Byrne
Mark Edward Caddo
Ashley Nicole Cameron
Gregory Steven Carlucci
Christopher Ryan Carroll
Cum Laude
John Patrick Carroll
Anna Louise Cassaro
Justin Richard Casselle
Stella Jenny Chang
Jack A. Chartier
Cum Laude
Ryan Matthew Cherry
Hannah Beard Clare
Jacob Joseph Edward Xavier Clear
Marcy Lynn Clouser
Adrian Clynes
Justin Reginald Cobb
Jermaine Marcus Coburn
Joseph Emmanuel Colak
Adam Alexander Conner
Caitlin Ann Connor
Justin Michael Coop
Katherine Ann Cooper
Cum Laude
Robert William Corpus
Robert James Corritore
William Anthony Coughlin
Brandon Kyle Daush
Tosha Renee Davenport
Caroline Marie Davies
Cum Laude
Brandon Christopher Davis
Ellen G. Davis
Quentin Casey DeHaan
Cum Laude
Patrick Ryan Delaney
Claire Michele Demiryan
Summa Cum Laude
Brian Matthew Dennstedt
Jennifer Jeanne DePrekel
Jennifer Marie DiBattista
Gabriella Louise DiFiore
Kristen Danielle Dishon
Samuel Joesph Domjen
Reagan D. Duecker
Chadwick Thomas Dulle
Patricia Nicole Dunbar
Elijah Jacob Durian
Caroline Ann Dwyer
Maxwell Aaron Edelman
Samantha Rae Edwards
Nicholas Michael Elias
Laura Elizabeth Esselman
Roxanna Estrada
Brendan Thomas Fallon
Patrick Joseph Falvey
Michael John Raymond Farwell
Nicholas Ryan Folan
Andrew Walter Folberth
Annette Nicole Frac
Zachary Michael Freeman
Anthony Joseph Frisone
Jacqueline Rachael Fritsch
Patric Nicklaus Garlock
Jacob Daniel Garrity
Brian Jeffrey Gaven
Henry Hayes Geer
Matthew Raymond Gehlert
Matthew John Gentzkow
Cum Laude
Gregory Ryan Gerbus
Katherine Lynn Gianturco
Brian Charles Giarratana
David William Gibson
Alison Marie Godar
Cum Laude
Dennis Johnathan Goggin
José Luis Gonzalez
David Brown Gordon
Magna Cum Laude
Nikolay Gornovskiy
Eric Michael Gorny
Ryan Michael Graber
Emily M. Griswold
Rachael Mary Grove
Amanda Paige Hale
Amanda B. Hall
Wesley Davis Hampson
Natalie Handler
Tyler Christian Hawkins
Kuang He
Cum Laude
Mark Baker Hemphill
Benjamin Greggory Lewis Hershey
Jarrod Andrew Heydinger
Trever Michael Hoelker
Leonard Hugh Hollowell
Summa Cum Laude
Julie Marie Holt
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob J. Hretz
Jeffrey Edward Huber
Wade Tucker Huber
Tiffany Lynn Hudson
Cum Laude
Tyler Anthony Humpert
Keith Lamont Hunter
Joseph Bennett Huttlinger
James Christopher Hyland
Caitlin Rose Jadwisiak
Andrew Thomas Janszen
Mark Robert Jewell
Cum Laude
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Dr. Brian D. Till, Dean
9Andrew David Johnston
Charles Hayden Jones
Keaten Taylor Joseph
Cum Laude
Jennifer Lee Kant
Evan Amir Karimian
Adrian Mateusz Kasperowicz
Stephen John Keating
Kyle J. Kelleher
Abby Elizabeth Keller
Joshua Michael Keller
Cum Laude
James Doyle Kelly
Mason Weeks Kelly
Matthew Robert Ketteman
Thomas Jacob Key
Heather Dawn Kissel
Magna Cum Laude
Michelle Elizabeth Kohler
Mark Joseph Korosi
Tyler Vincent Kuhlman
Michael Peter Lahni
Emily Michelle Lancaster
Brian Thomas Lawless
Daniel Steven Leaven
Brianna Leigh LeCompte
Magna Cum Laude
Conrad Michael Leugers
Bixian Liu
Jonathan Landon Lofquist
Gregory Thomas Lombardo
Vincent  Longton
Michael Andre Louque
Jason Michael Love Jr.
Brittany Latrice Lovett
Neil Patrick Lynch II
Terrence Michael Lyons Jr.
Brandon Ryan MacDonald
Magna Cum Laude
Kerrie J. Magdich
Nicholas Francis Malsbury
Peter John Manca III
Clayton Mitchell Manship
Evan Geoffrey Manship
Sandra Anne Marlow
Magna Cum Laude
Lindsay Elizabeth Marra
Caroline Elizabeth Martini
Victoria Andrea Masny
Paul Michael Matia
John Anthony May
Gregory Lindeman Mazza
Summa Cum Laude
Thomas Ferriday McBride
Margaret Ellen McCall
Ian Andrew McEmber
Daniel Patrick McGrail
Matthew Christopher McGrath
Austin Patrick McGue
Jonathan Thomas McHenry
Cum Laude
Tyler David McKinley
Brock Richard McMorran
Bria Sharay McNair
Colleen Elizabeth McQuaide
Cum Laude
Christian Wayne Menchhofer
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy James Merwin
Eric Joseph Meyer
Michael Robert Mitro
Pablo Jose Morejon
Bryan Matthew Morell
Edward Joseph Donald Morley
Zachary Woodward Mueller
Zachary John Mueller
Tommy Kyle Muething
Terence Michael Mulvaney
Patrick Michael Nelson
Cum Laude
Patrick James Nester
George Michael Nofel
Conor Bernard O’Brien
Maggie Méi Ogborne
Cum Laude
Ian Trent O’Neil
Magna Cum Laude
Chelsea Lynn Orr
Cum Laude
Patrick Martin Paligraf
Matthew Pastorcic
Summa Cum Laude
Gabrielle Patsey
Summa Cum Laude
Cody James Patton
Breanna Lynn Patz
Summa Cum Laude
Daryl Pea
Cum Laude
Anne Michelle Pearson
Elite Ndeba Pelete
Michael Thomas Pigatti
Magna Cum Laude
Kathleen Marie Pleiman
Magna Cum Laude
Cameron Charles Plummer
Thomas George Poe
Michael Jan Porzucek
Cum Laude
Megan Kathleen Posge
Cum Laude
Michael Scott Powell
Kaitlin Susanne Price
Justin Robert Ralenkotter
Patrick Joseph Reagan
James J. Reitenbach
Michael Anthony Rizio
Clifford Bradley Robins
Cum Laude
Whitney Kaye Rohr
Emily June Romme
Gregory Michael Rose
Thomas Maxwell Rose
Matthew Francis Ninos Rosendahl
Michael Thomas Rozier
Cum Laude
Karalyn Marie Russo
Erik James Sager
Douglas Michael Sammons
Mary Katherine Sandmann
Caroline Lee Saxon
Ben Schario
Frederick Briggs Schirmer
Kevin Patrick Schirmer
Chadwick Joseph Schlett
Alison Christine Schmitt
Hannah Elizabeth Schmitz
Daniel James Schneider
Taylor E. Schultheis
Mark Douglas Shepley Jr.
Courtney Paige Shields
Magna Cum Laude
Meghan Wynne Shrewsbury
Cum Laude
Morgan Louise Siebert
Aaron Robert Siekmann
Cum Laude
Meagan Tahirah Simmons
Joseph Brian Simoneau
Adam Joseph Smith
Courtney Elaine Smith
Justin David Smith
Hannah Denise Smith-Conway
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Therese Smrdel
Magna Cum Laude
Joel J. Soffera
Beatriz Sotelo
James Thomas Spicer
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Marie Sprout
Colin Christopher St. John
Ryan George Stadelmann
Carly Kathleen Stemmer
Erik Mark Stenger
John Robert Stevens
Richard Joseph Stewart III
Jessica Ann Stone
Adam Christopher Stowe
Troy Apalisok Stringer
Magna Cum Laude
Gary Grant Tice
Brock Gerard Trautman
Douglas Lawrence Tuke Jr.
Jamie Lynn Updike
Cum Laude
John Joseph Vargo III
Kyle Steven Varrone
Michael James Venere
Taralyn Marie Wadelton
Cum Laude
Juliana Beth Wedel
Cum Laude
Timothy Edward Welch
Kent Nikolaus Wessels
Sean Thomas White
Matthew S. Wibberley
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Matthew Wieland
Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Willert
Cum Laude
Chadeau Dane Wilson
Jake Andrew Wilson
Cum Laude
Kimberly Mary Winterhalter
Cum Laude
Matthew Fred Woppel
Yiying Yin
Cum Laude
Jessica Michelle Ziegler
Cum Laude
Morgan Paige Zuziak
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD
Kate Loftus Riley
Kate Loftus Riley believes prayer and divine intervention helped guide her to start the only Christian Montessori school in her hometown 
of Nashville, Tennessee.
The first sign of intervention manifested as a physical sign in the yard of a church advertising space for its newly renovated fellowship hall. 
That was in the fall of 2008. By spring 2009, Riley was on the way to realizing her dream of providing Christian Montessori education 
to those who couldn’t otherwise afford it. She had established Holy Trinity Montessori as a private non-profit, secured a location at the 
church and, by word-of-mouth advertising alone, had 26 children signed up for fall classes.
The 1998 alumna believes God will continue to guide her as she strives to fully realize her dream to expand and create a permanent 
home for the school.
“I keep praying the path will unfold,” explains Riley, who hopes to raise enough money to fund a new building to accommodate students 
aged 18 months through eighth grade.  “We aren’t done. Our goal is to have a beautiful $2 million building.”
Riley says she continues to receive signs from God, describing how woodworkers associated with the school donated desperately needed 
custom shelves and cubbies for the children. 
Meanwhile, the school continues to grow, with full enrollment every year and a sizable wait list.  More signs. The school will have 70 
students when it enters its fifth year starting fall 2013. 
“I have a calmness and peace that everything is going to work out,” she says, adding, “It’s a wonderful journey.”
Riley, who graduated from Xavier with an education degree and Montessori certification, launched Holy Trinity Montessori after 
teaching at another Montessori school in Nashville and earning a master’s degree in special education from Belmont University.  She and 
her husband, Mike, a Xavier alum as well, have two children. 
Joseph P. Viviano
As a student athlete, Joseph P. Viviano got to test his leadership skills on the basketball court. He and his teammates proved themselves by 
clinching the 1958 National Invitation Tournament, the University’s most high-profile athletic accomplishment to that point. Viviano 
graduated a year later as Xavier’s all-time leading scorer. 
Success followed success for Viviano, who parlayed his leadership abilities on the court to business.  Viviano  returned to his hometown 
of Louisville, Kentucky, to begin his career at his family’s pasta business, Delmonico Foods Inc. Hershey Foods acquired Delmonico in 
1966 and Viviano was given the chance to advance. 
After relocating to Hershey, Pennsylvania, Viviano’s career accelerated. He went on to assume key executive positions within the pasta 
and candy divisions, as well as president and chief operating officer for Hershey Foods Corporation. He retired in 2000 as vice chairman 
of the board.
Throughout his career, Viviano served in leadership positions on the boards for several New York Stock Exchange-listed corporations, as 
well as start-up companies and major non-profits, including the role of chairman for the National Board of Governors of the Children’s 
Miracle Network Telethon. He is a former board member for the Thunderbird School of Global Management and a current board 
member of RPM Inc., a multinational holding company.
Viviano earned a BS in business administration from Xavier in 1959. He joined the University’s Board of Trustees in 1989 and served 
on the board until 2004, holding various committee leadership positions during his tenure. He chaired the 1831 Society in the early 
1990s and then The Century Campaign through its conclusion in 2001, raising $125 million to fund construction of the Cintas Center. 
Viviano, a 1955 graduate of St. Xavier High School in Louisville, lives in Naples, Florida, with his wife, Paulette. The couple has three 
grown children and six grandchildren.
.
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Daniel McLoughlin
Associate Professor Dan McLoughlin is retiring from Xavier after 31 years in the Department of Chemistry.  He has chaired the department 
since 2001. As chair, he was active in recruiting minority students for the sciences. McLoughlin has been a member of the Health Sciences 
Committee for all 31 years of his career at Xavier, and chair of the committee for the last six years. He also is a past director of the Ethics/
Religion and Society program, which links Xavier’s liberal arts curriculum to ethical issues. 
McLoughlin, who began as an assistant professor at Xavier in 1982, has been recognized multiple times for his outstanding teaching and 
service to his discipline. He won the Joan G. McDonald Award for Outstanding Teaching in the Sciences in 2004 and, in 2012, was 
named one of Cincy Magazine’s Outstanding Educators.  
A constant in McLoughlin’s career has been his participation in the Cincinnati section of the American Chemical Society. An officer for 
the last 28 years, McLoughlin received the section’s Outstanding Service Award in 2001.  
Well known for his outgoing personality and sense of humor, McLoughlin has shaved his head and dyed his hair to support various 
fundraisers. He is a native of Detroit and the third oldest of eight children. 
McLoughlin earned a BS in chemistry at Wayne State University and an MS in chemistry from John Carroll University. He earned a 
PhD in chemistry at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. McLoughlin did postdoctoral research in biochemistry at the University of 
Oregon and at the Washington University (St. Louis) School of Medicine. 
He and his wife, Janet, have two grown children. After retiring, McLoughlin plans to travel with his wife, as well as work with the 
American Chemical Society on educational initiatives and become involved with the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine 
admissions committee.
Anthony Muñoz
Pro Football Hall of Famer, Anthony Muñoz is a sports icon.  Known as one of the greatest offensive linemen in the history of the 
National Football League, Muñoz led the Cincinnati Bengals to two Super Bowls, three American Football Conference Central Division 
titles and two American Football Conference championships. He was named NFL Offensive Lineman of the Year and the NFL Players 
Association Lineman of the Year multiple times throughout the 1980s, and played in 11 consecutive Pro Bowl games between 1981 and 
1991. He was the recipient of the Athletes in Action Bart Starr Award for community leadership in 1990 and was named NFL Man of 
the Year in 1991. He is a member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame, the only inductee in Cincinnati Bengals history. 
Off the field, Muñoz is a civic icon. His commitment to community service is well known in Greater Cincinnati and beyond. Muñoz 
and his family have remained in Cincinnati, where Muñoz serves as one of the community’s most accessible and involved advocates. He 
established the Anthony Muñoz Foundation in 2002, a non-profit that helps Tristate area youth develop mentally, physically and spiritually. 
In addition to the foundation, Muñoz is involved in numerous community initiatives. He regularly speaks to high school student assemblies 
discouraging the use of drugs and alcohol. He was chairman of the Billy Graham Mission in 2002, and has co-chaired 12 Anthony 
Muñoz Cystic Fibrosis golf tournaments. He has spoken to U.S. military units nationwide as well as traveled to Afghanistan to support 
the troops.  He has assisted with football camps in Guadalajara, Mexico and served as a translator and medical assistant in Mexico with 
Christian Hands in Action. 
A devoted husband and father, Muñoz and his wife, DeDe, have two grown children and six grandchildren.
HONORARY DEGREE
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PROCESSIONAL
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF ADMINISTRATION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
GRAND MARSHAL
Timothy Kloppenborg
Emeritus Professor of Management
PRESIDENT
Michael J. Graham, S. J.
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Scott A. Chadwick
Provost and Chief Academic Officer
POSTING OF COLORS
Xavier University ROTC Battalion
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Xavier’s Concert and Alumni Choirs
INVOCATION
Madeleine Ludlow
Graduate Theology Student
INTRODUCTION OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Scott A. Chadwick
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. Yousuf Ahmad
Chair, Tristate Health Care Supplier Diversity Consortium
Donna Jones Baker, Presenter
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Scott A. Chadwick
Janice B. Walker,  Dean College of Arts & Sciences
D. Mark Meyers, Dean College of Social Sciences, Health, and Education
Brian D. Till, Dean Williams College of Business
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
 INCIDENTAL MUSIC
(to permit graduates to return to their places)
ALUMNI GREETING
William Wester  ’87
President National Alumni Association
ALMA MATER XAVIER 
(inside back cover) 
Xavier’s Concert and Alumni Choirs
BENEDICTION AND CLOSING REMARKS
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
RECESSIONAL
GRADUATE CEREMONY
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DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
AUGUST 10, 2012
Jeffrey David Bull
Dissertation: Adolescent Attitudes Toward Help-
Seeking and Mental Illness: A Rural-Urban 
Comparison
Advisor: Janet Schultz PhD
Internship Site: Cherokee Health Systems, 
Knoxville, Tennessee
Lauren James Feria
Dissertation: Depression and Rejection: 
Investigating Whether Depressed Individuals 
are Rejected in Volunteer Selection Situations
Advisor: Christian End PhD
Internship Site: VA Illiana Health Care System, 
Danville, Illinois
Megan Collins Garrison
Dissertation: Size Matters: Television Media 
Effects of Male Body Image
Advisor: Nicholas Salsman PhD
Internship Site: Malcolm Grow Medical Center, 
Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland
Megan Hendricks Schuster
Dissertation: Am I Making a Difference? Using 
Consumer Generated Narrative Works to 
Improve I/DD Performance
Advisor: Cindy Dulaney PhD
Internship Site: University of Kansas Counseling 
and Psychological, Services Center, Lawrence, 
Kansas
Amy Lynn Karbasi
Dissertation: A Randomized Clinical Trial 
Investigating the Effects of a Hope 
Intervention for Low SES Children
Advisor: Kathleen Hart PhD 
Internship Site: James H. Quillen VA Medical 
Center, Mountain Home, Tennessee
Shauna E. Keane-Timberlake
Dissertation: Selection for Pro Bono Facial 
Procedures after Intimate Partner Violence: 
The Role of Psychosocial Variables
Advisor: Christine Dacey PhD
Internship Site: Bruce W. Carter VA Medical 
Center, Miami, Florida
Van Thi Pham
Dissertation: Psychometric Properties of the Faith 
that Does Justice Scale
Advisor: John Barrett PhD
Internship Site: Ohio River Consortium and 
IKRON, Cincinnati, Ohio
Alexis Ann Pittenger
Dissertation: Exploring the Deomographic and 
Clinical Characteristics of a Sample of Children 
Referred for Suspected Autism Spectrum 
Disorders (ASD)
Advisor: Janet Schultz PhD
Internship Site: May Institute, Randolph, 
Massachusetts
Mark Christopher Price
Dissertation: A Test of Behavioral Approach 
and Inhibition Systems as Mediators of the 
Relationship between Narcissism and Alcohol 
Use
Advisor: Susan Kenford PhD 
Internship Site: Salt Lake City VA Health Care 
System, Salt Lake City, Utah
Emily Paige Sander
Dissertation: Group-based Family-focused 
Intervention for Family Conflct and Treatment 
Adherence In Adolescents with Type 1 
Diabetes: A Feasibility and Efficacy Study
Advisor: Janet Schultz PhD
Internship Site: Talbert House, Cincinnati, OH
April Marie Sobieralski
Dissertation: Differences in the Severity of 
Psychiatric Symptoms Based on the Number of 
Previous Treatment Episodes in Residents of a 
Women’s Substance Abuse Treatment Center
Advisor: Reneè Zucchero PhD
Internship Site: Applewood Centers Inc., 
Cleveland, Ohio
Angelique Renee Teeters
Dissertation: Childhood Maltreatment and Its 
Effects on Maternal Sensitivity to Infant Facial 
Expressions of Emotion
Advisor: Nicholas Salsman PhD
Internship Site: Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 
Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Susan Dayton Tweeten
Dissertation: Coping with Capping: Coping 
Strategies of Preadolescent Children When 
Faced with Anger-Provoking
Advisor: W. M. Nelson III PhD
Internship Site: Ohio River Consortium, Cincinnati 
Ohio
Adrianna Jadranka Zec
Dissertation: Applying Social Cognitive Theory 
to Interest in Geropsychology Among Clinical 
Psychology Doctoral Students
Advisor: John Barrett PhD 
Internship Site: Lancaster General Health Center, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
MAY 3, 2013
Rebecca J. Apseloff
Dissertation: Knowledge and Attitudes about 
Twins
Advisor: Kathleen Hart PhD
Internship Site: Jefferson County, Kentucky 
Internship Consortium, Louisville, Kentucky
Rena L. Hill
Dissertation: Media Violence and its Effects on 
Young African American Men
Advisor: Anna Ghee PhD
Internship Site: Petersburg, Virginia Federal 
Corrections, 
Tracey Anna Maria King
Dissertation: Racial Identity, Resilience, Coping 
Retention in African American College 
Students Attending a Predominantly White 
University
Advisor: Cathy McDaniel Wilson PhD
Internship Site: Ohio River Consortium, Cincinnati 
Ohio
Susan Diane Kissel
Dissertation: Parental Perceptions of the Severity 
of their Child’s Autism and Difference in 
Parental Stress, Family Functioning, and Social 
Supports
Advisor: W. M. Nelson III PhD
Internship Site: Utah State University Counseling 
and Psychological Services, Logan, Utah
Christina Michelle Limke
Dissertation: Traumatic Brain Injury and 
Depression: Survivor and Caregiver 
Perspectives
Advisor: Kathleen Hart PhD
Internship Site: Wright State University School of 
Professional Psychology, Dayton, Ohio
Elizabeth Nicole Mariutto
Dissertation: Relationship Commitment and its 
Associations with Relationship Contingency, 
Body Surveillance, and Body Shame
Advisor: Christine Dacey PhD
Internship Site: Applewood Centers, Inc., 
Cleveland, Ohio
Jason Robert Menting
Dissertation: Can Performance-Based Measures 
Predict Binge Drinking?: An Empirical 
Investigation
Advisor: Susan Kenford PhD
Internship Site: Northeastern Oklahoma 
Indian Health Care Resource Center, Vinita, 
Oklahoma
Lauren Jane Perazzo
Dissertation: Barriers to Medication Adherence 
Following Pediatric Renal Transplantation: The 
Utility of Independent and Interrelated Parent 
and Child Reports
Advisor: Janet Schultz PhD
Internship Site: Nationwide Children’s Hospital, 
Columbus, Ohio
Stephanie Ann Riccardi
Dissertation: Community Expectations Prior 
to Conception: Sex and Age Differences in 
Attitudes towards Teenage Pregnancy
Advisor: Janet Schultz PhD
Internship Site: St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, 
Washington, DC, 
Kim Jo Rosenzweig
Dissertation: The Prevalence of Substantiated 
Sexual Abuse of Children Who are Deaf?: An 
Examination of a National Database
Advisor: Kathleen Hart PhD
Internship Site: Vanderbilt/Veteran Affairs Medical 
Center, Nashville, Tennessee 
Laura Kathryn Coleman Srivorakiat
Dissertation: Quantitative and Qualitative 
Analyses of Readmission to a Institutional 
Setting for People with Intellectual Disabilities
Advisor: W. M. Nelson III PhD
Internship Site: Kennedy Krieger Institute, 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Amy Saling Untied
Dissertation: Sexual Assault Risk Awareness 
Programming: An Examination of the 
Role of Optimist Bias and Labeling in 
College Students’ Perceived Risk for Sexual 
Victimization
Advisor: Cindy Dulaney PhD
Internship Site: Veteran Affairs Medical Center, 
Dayton, Ohio 
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Dr. D. Mark Meyers, Dean
MASTER OF ARTS
AUGUST 10, 2012
Mark Joseph Jarrett
Theology
Mary Elizabeth Muntel
Theology
Lynn Joseph Volz
Theology
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Zachary Daniel Litton
English
Steven Frank Mayhugh
Theology
Laura Paige Stidham
English
MAY 3, 2013
Matthew David Brogden
English
Lianne Erina King
English
Lee Anne Layman
English
Jillian Marie Richards
English
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. Janice B. Walker, Dean 
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MASTER OF ARTS
AUGUST 10, 2012
Jeanette Carolyn Evans
Counseling
Thomas Michael Geiger
Psychology
Tara Catherine Goodlander
Psychology
Kathryn Grace Jameson
Psychology
Joshua Paul Johnson
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
John Allen Roflow
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Amy Caitlin Sanders
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Aubree Ann Schenkel
Psychology
Kimberly Linkhart Whitten
Counseling
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Mayte Ramirez Bender
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lindsey Rae Buckler
Counseling
Leann Elizabeth Caudill
Psychology
Deanna Christine Dobos
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kelle Lynn Greeson
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Melissa Noelle Grome
Counseling
Michael Jamal Johnson
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Molly Elizabeth McTighe
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lauren Delores Musselman
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lisa Ren’ee Suttman
Counseling
Jennifer Magdalena Swing
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sarah C. Von Lehman
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
MAY 3, 2013
Brent William Anderson
Psychology
Patricia L. Andow-Plum
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Maureen Elizabeth Annable
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Megan Elizabeth Bachman
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Allyson Paige Ballengee
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Christopher Ryan Baudler
Psychology
David Eric Baum
Psychology
Marie Christine Bazeley
Counseling
Jennifer Lynn Benhase-Bonenfant
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mary Katherine Books
Counseling
Scott Christopher Borchers
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kathleen Elizabeth Bosse
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jennifer Dean Braun
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lindsey Michelle Burke
Psychology
Kalliope Anna Cardullias
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Julie Marie Carter
Psychology
Molly Henson Carter
Psychology
Marie Danielle Colson
Counseling
Emily Anne Crowe
Psychology
Michelle Lindsay Crowe
Psychology
Elizabeth Joy Daniels
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Haley Elizabeth Dunn
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Catherine Michelle Engle
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
John Michael Forrette
Psychology
Katherine Adare Forster
Counseling
Rachel Marie Gabbard
Psychology
Esperanza Vernadres Gallón
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Michael Brenton Gaskell
Psychology
Benjamin Otto Gerstle
Psychology
Lauren N. Gier
Counseling
Brian Paul Gilronan
Counseling
Alana Lauren Goldstein
Psychology
Wendy Michaele Gray
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Erin Gayle McQuade Hackman
Counseling
Elizabeth Teresa Haigh
Psychology
Julie Patrice Hamilton
Counseling
Joshua T. Harrison
Psychology
Andrea Lynn Hennel
Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Hurley
Psychology
Karen Lynn Jones
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jeffrey Guy Kennedy
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sherrie Ann Kleinholz
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Megan Rae Koenig
Counseling
Ryan Michael Lantz
Counseling
Katrina Renee Lenz
Psychology
Christina Michelle Lewis
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lianna Marie Lhamon
Psychology
Amanda Daniele Linard
Counseling
Stacy Nicole Lorenz
Psychology
Jennifer Eileen Lutes
Counseling
Katharina Elisabeth March
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Allison Elizabeth Mecca
Psychology
Lyniece Sha-Lynn Mitchell
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Brett Tyler Morgan
Psychology
Mary Ellen Julia Noonan
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
David Ross O’Connell
Psychology
Sehra Fram Polad
Psychology
Joshua Lane Prickett
Psychology
Gina Marie Radice
Psychology
Christopher Joseph Rebholz
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Meredith Muriel Reuscher
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Vanessa Maria Anthea Sinclair
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Katharine Marie Sowar
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Madeleine Anne Thompson
Psychology
Kathryn Ann Tolle
Psychology
Jenna Marie Vogl
Counseling
Lee Anne Ward
Clinical Mental Health Counseling
David Edward Wheatley
Psychology
Christopher Jacob Wilson
Psychology
Victoria Shinkle Zaya
Counseling
MASTER OF SCIENCE
AUGUST 10, 2012
Laura Lee Marie Boggs
Criminal Justice
Erin LaNelle Brown
Criminal Justice
Kenny Anthony Davillier Jr.
Criminal Justice
Ryan Andrew Engstrom
Criminal Justice
Meredith LaDoris Love
Criminal Justice
Jonathan David O’Donnell
Criminal Justice
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Jason Christopher Endres
Criminal Justice
Bryan Lewis Walker
Criminal Justice
MAY 3, 2013
Jessica Marie Lampe
Criminal Justice
Ricardo Merino
Criminal Justice
Elissa Anne Peters
Criminal Justice
Candiss Monique Phillips
Criminal Justice
Sarah J. Rapp
Criminal Justice
Corbin Alex Sabol
Criminal Justice
MASTER OF HEALTH SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 10, 2012
Matthew Thomas Barber
Tracy Ann Down
JoAnne Browning Haney
Emily Seitz Pawlak
Jonathan Scott Vineyard
DECEMBER 14, 2012
John Milaychev
H. Matthew Schwendeman
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION
Dr. D. Mark Meyers, Dean
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MAY 3, 2013
Katrina Elizabeth Aukstuolis
Anthony Scott Baker
Michael Gabriel Boesken
Chelsea Blake Bramel
Kyle Jamieson Brown
Gabrielle Hannah Buckner
Andrew Robert Gerard Carr
Bradley Joseph Clemente
Michael John Darah
Nicole Teresa DiLabbio
Brendan Leo Flanagan
Adam Richard Gingrich
Erik Donald Gralinski
Daniel John Hall
Mark Steven Jesse
Jeffrey Thomas Lampe Jr.
Brenton Michael Maiberger
Rebecca Anne Marks
David Paul McKelvey
Schyler Maxwell McNeil
Sena Abla Quist
Lynette Terrell Raines
Bashir Danny Rawas
Marc William Roderick
Carlton Joseph Anthony Rodrigo
Sachi Anna Sunamoto
Bridget Marie Vennemann
Allison Kay Willis
Stephen Michael Wolery
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
NURSING
AUGUST 10, 2012
Julienne Carol Closser
Angela Kathleen Fraiz
Carol Leona Speight
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Nakia Suzanne Bailor
Teresa Lynn Berter
Leesa Catherine Blanding
Annamarie Borich
Jennifer Marie Braxton-Brown
Tina Marie Brooks-Roberts
SarahAnn Marie Carr
Ashley Elizabeth Connor
Amy Louise Daniel
Kerry Kathleen Devanney
Mica Lynn Dulle
Tiffany Michelle Eichhorn
Sheryl Meng Fields
Judith Ann Flood
Molly A. Fullenkamp
Carmen Christine Gibson
Chauna Ann Ginter
Shannon Marie Gleason
Amy Elizabeth Keller
Christina Marie Kopras
Sharon Christine Kwiecinski
Michele Plaisance Lawrence
Debbie Sue Maas
Alisha Marie Metz
Lisa Ann Pyle
Teaera Lynn Roland
Marianne Sponzilli Rossman
Jacqueline Rose Severa
Julie Christine Young-Sininger
Jennifer Lynn Wilcox
Barbara Jane Wright
MAY 3, 2013
Lilian Marie Eusebio Barker
Colleen Sue Brock
Marc Randall Brown
Mollie Ryan Bryson
Leah Elizabeth Carnes
Elizabeth Theresa Compton
Margaret Davin Cone
Lisa Ann Cuntz
Kelly Jo Ely
Stephanie Marie Fishback
Anait Grigoryan
Shana Elizabeth Hilling
Maureen Marie Hochman
Terrie Lynne Johnson
Chelsea Marie Kamp
Linda Lydia Lacina
Erin Nicole Lambert
Lynette Ann Lasanen
Renate Darlene Lindsey
Corrie Lyn Lusk
Melissa Marjorie Michaels
Rebecca Marie Morris
Katherine Ann Mungur
Mackenzie Catherine Nightingale Caum
Carol Ann Owens
Ami A. Patel
Sandra Lee Payne
Danielle Alexis Pelzer
Pamela Sue Plummer
Jessica Leigh Portwood
Sarah Jeanne Rapp
Denise Deborah Reid
Lori Ann Reid
Mary J. Rosenfeldt
Melissa Suzanne Scholz
Brianna Aleck Schuelke
Lisa Marie Schultz
Marla Ann Schwartz
Nicole Marie Servizzi
Caryl Susan Shelton
Jenna Emi Kehaulani Shibata
Arden Lynn Steffen
Amanda Elizabeth Stevens
Angela Margaret Strader
Ann Marie Weber
Kimberly Sue Wise
Lauren Elizabeth Wisnoski
MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Haley Maureen Bartz
Lauren Marie Butscha
Sarah Marie Conroy
Molly Katherine Dalton
Julie Kathryn Dinkelacker
Maria Louise Dobell
Krista Kalaine Fennig
Antigone Elizabeth Geromes
Emily Jean Haffner
Melissa Anne Heft
Alison Jane Heinekamp
Mabel Christine Jansma
Santina Maria Kadle
Lauren Michelle Knodle
Kelsey Victoria Lemmel
Katherine Marie Meiners
Emily Elizabeth Mowery
Audrey Allison Fellmeth
Rachael Elizabeth Porter
Julie Nicole Sauer
Rachael Elizabeth Schempp
Carl Joseph Schneider
Nicholas Robert Schneider
Megen Marie Sherman
Aimee Renee Short
Whitney Shriver Stevenson
Megan Marie Waggoner
MAY 3, 2013
Lauren Michelle Becker
Kathi Theresa Bross
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Brown
Lauren Cushman Buehrle
Carissa Danielle Carpenter
Megan Elizabeth Casey
Samantha Barbra Conley
Mackenzie Lee Dobbs
Mary Theresa Elliott
Natalie Kucia Freeman
Allison Jane Hays
Ryan Nathaniel Lavalley
Valerie Dawn Lee
Sarah Jane Limburg
Micayla Kenzie McGinn
Timothy Griffin McGrath
Tracy Elizabeth Mueller
Stephanie Paige Newman
Clara Grady Nyktas
Jessica Ann Olson
Katherine Brianne Pelletier
Wendy Elaine Potts
Brianna Christen Rosenbauer
Gabriella Marie Russo
Stacey Leann Seelig
Melanie Kathleen Sinak
Keri Lynne Swickard
Kari Marie Vangsness
Angelina Mary Vitucci
MASTER OF EDUCATION
AUGUST 10, 2012
Angela Renee Bass
Stephanie Elizabeth Beiting
Lee Ann Bertsch
Lindsey Ellen Boyer
Kristen Angela Breig
Kathleen Renee Brothers
Ashley Lauren Brown
Megan Kathleen Brown
Katie Brennan Caster
Elaine K. Chaney
Elizabeth Ann Cherrington
Melissa Rae Claus
Molly Renee Cook
Mary Ellen Crowley
Benjamin John Darby
Nicole Marie Davis
Daniel Adam Distel
Laura Rossi Earnest
Holly L. Endres
Alison Marie Evans
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Elizabeth Ann Fields-Hunt
Caleb Steven Finch
Jaren Nicole Finney
Seth Jonathon Fopeano
Lisa Michelle Frick
Lance H. Fujitani
Elisabeth Anne Glass
Sharon Marie Gramann
Jacquelyn Shayna Greenbaum
Jessica Dawn Hafer
Kelly Hannon Range
Jennifer Michelle Harmeyer
Lia Susanne Heile
Carrie Lynn Hester
Tricia Elizabeth High
Andrea Michelle Hoffman
Robin Leslie Hornberger
Michelle Lyn Housh
Nick Carter Hovan
Sabrina Lynette Johnson
Jordan Deane King
Jorja Ann Kremer
Jennah Suzanne Lalley
Maria Sophie Lang
Brett Michael Lloyd
Heather Nofziger Lorenz
Renee Margevicius
Jillian Kathleen McGraw
Robin Sievers McShane
Mari Kay Miller
Jill Blair Mohr
Rebecca Sohngen Monahan
Katherine Lue Nester
Katherine Elizabeth Noland
Monika Virginia Nunez
Mary Katherine Olson
Timothy James Parrott
Christine Marie Pfeffenberger
Lynn Alice Phillips
Meghan Marie Phillips
Michele Ashley Plummer
Kathleen Jane Powell
Robin Ann Reitz
Erica Barr Salcedo
Romell Marcellis Salone
James Brent Schmidt
Patrick John Schrader
Mari Beth Smith
Sister Mary Magdalene Soileau O.P.
Aaron David Stahley
Sister Perpetua Stang O.P.
Carey JoLea Stanley
Carolynn Marie Sullivan
Lynn Susan Taylor
Laura Jean Thielman
David Michael Tull
Ashley Suzanne Wagner
Megan Marie Walsh
Jeffrey Donald Warren
Nicholas Lawrence Warren
Heather Michelle Werling
Taja Shanice Wilson
Molly Claire Zeek
Andrew Christopher Zerhusen
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Teddy K. Aitkins
Angela Marie Alexander
Amber Faith Amstutz
Aketa Lachelle Barrow
Rachelle L. Baruch
Alexa Kay Baumann
Tyler Smith Belew
Kevin Robert Brewer
Amy Elizabeth Brown
Brandi Lee Calton
Sara Marie Chalfant
Joel Benjamin Clark
Abigail Elizabeth Colella
James E. Condo III
Martha Charlotte Craft
Peter G. Ehmke
Susan Elizabeth Flanagan
Andrew Michael Friedt
Angela Barkley Garrett
Valerie Renee Hoops
Lacey Chanelle Hornaday
Emma Lauren Janszen
Bo Aaron Jessee
Tara Marie Kelly
Pamela Marie Klear
Alana Victoria Kraps
Sarah Gase Lewis
Joy Lozano
Jenna Lynn Martin
Jessica Ann McGuffin
Mark Louis Metzler
Brandon DelPatrik Myles
Daniel R.Neugebauer
Lindsey Michelle Nieberding
DeAnna Deshawna Owens
Jennifer Elizabeth Patton
Paula A. Popper
Stephanie Brooke Riggsby
Karen L. Robinson
Christopher Joseph Rosselot
Rebecca Austin Scheerer
Bethany L. Schuck
Jed Adam Sigal
Bridgett LeAnn Smith
Daniel Joseph Steffen
Gregory Edwin Steinbaugh
Harry John Steinkamp III
Melinda Graham Suer
Nicholas Matthew Suntay
Julie Ann Tasch
Derek Lee Thompson
Jacob Todd Thompson
Jessica Gill Woebkenberg
Joshua Russell Wolf
Matthew Burton Wolf
Heather Kaelyn Wunder
MAY 3, 2013
Krystolyn Lanae Alfred
Kathleen Barton Allen
Maria Fabiola Arce-Vera
Kenneth James Ash
Aaron Thomas Bacon
Heather Elaine Bailey
Shari Baird
David Jack Ballard
Lindsy Townsend Barrix
Scott McGuff Bauman
Julie Dianne Bell
Beth Michelle Bloom
Todd Lamont Bradbury Jr.
Mary A. Brandon
Scott Stephen Brindley Jr.
Joshua Ray Lee Buescher
Kamonsiri Buranasiri
Erin K. Burdick
Raymond Butler Jr.
Nicole Marie Cecchetti
Jennifer Ann Piegza Christensen
Yiseul Chung
Rebecca A. Clark
Jennifer Delaney Colson
Margaret Anne Conry-Zapp
Jason David Crockett
La Toshia Monique Davis
Sarah Ashley DeDiemar
Alicia Marie DelCupp
Martha S. Edler
Bradley C. Ellis
Tonya R. Enderle
Lori Anne Estep
Aliyah Aziz Farooki-Qidwai
Jonathan Scott Fisher
Arin Eden Fletcher-Bulluck
Andrew Foster
David Howard Foster
Stephanie Elizabeth Foster
Gregory Edward Frey
Christopher W. Frost
Justin Graham Frost
Andrew H. Glibbery
Rebecca Eileen Groeschen
Andrew Albert Gruber
Alyssa Brooke Guenther
Sean Cameron Gum
Stephanie Lauren Hafertepen
Danielle Christine Stasen
Andrea Lynn Higgins
Jeanne Kay Hornberger
Angela Elizabeth Howald
Amy Catherine Sutton Hruschak
Lauren Slibeck Hudson
Amy Mulfinger Huss
Marian Alice Ihlenfeldt
DaShonda LaTrese Isham
Kyla Jenea Jones
Erin Nissa Karnofski
Tahira Jabeen Khan
Christine Anne Knarr
Claudia Waltraud Langlois
Anissa Laverne Larson
Nicole Rose Leggett
Brittany Victoria Livingston
Pamela Ann Logan
Laura Ann Maile
Deanne Christine Maus
Megan Elizabeth McGraw
Megan Marie McKee
Emily Susan McQuiston
Matthew Forrest Meyer
Marlene Paige Montgomery
Ashley Danielle Morrison
Debra Jean Morrow-Soward
Ellen June Nelson
Albert Edward Norman IV
Jessica Holt Olson
Katie Marie Ostendorf
Claire Elizabeth Paszkiewicz
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Amy Marie Phelan
Margaret Evelyn Pishioneri
William L. Pope Jr.
Robert Eric Reynolds
Erin Elizabeth Riestenberg
Elizabeth Kathryn Roelker
Erin Renee Roy
Kara Jordan Ruby
Devin Charles Rudolph
Rachel Ann Ryba
Sarah Marie Kemme
Devon Renee Schoumacher
Christine Catherine Schweppe
Ricardo Enrique Serra
Mark Edward Shannon
Rubina Sharma
Bryan Francis Siebenaller
Tara Beth Spinelli
Rachel Stephens
Michael Charles Svihlik
Katie Joy Tempfli
Robby Thompson
Jacob Ryan Todd
Stella Jones Tooson
Nicole Rose Van Cleve
Kim Margaret Watling
Erin Marie Welsh
Carrie Lee Westendorf
Michael Edward Williamson
Nicholas Fredrick Workman
Shannon Elise Wrona
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
SCIENCE - HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT
MAY 3, 2013
Amy Renae Adams
Elise Marie Adams
Sarah Ann Brinker-Good
Derek Duane Brinkley
Sherrie Lenee’ Brown
Erin Renee Castrucci
Jamie Rae Cooper
Tanya Simone English
Jessica Nicole Epure
Christine Eversole
Mark Robert Fijalkowski Jr.
Tomika Renee Hedrington
Robert Mitchell Hill
Kevin Patrick Keller
Kelly Jean Knapp
Diarra Litmon-Jackson
Esther Ruth Mast
Chauntel Renee Moore
Michael D. Owens
Tyana Lee Owings
Dipanwita Paul
Samantha Sue Platt
Margaret Schiller Poehlmann
Erica Nichole Powers
Courtney Elizabeth Prince
Timothy Michael Prince
Erin Frances Roush
Nancy Kendall Ruby
Derrick Edward Ruebusch
Cortney Melissa Saylor
Dana Jo Schmidt
Jessica Marie Shoemaker
David Patton Wade
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Dr. Brian D. Till, Dean
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
AUGUST 10, 2012
Saif U. Ahmed
Oula Alkhansa
Raed Abdullah Alsuhaibani
Timothy Joseph Amyot
Katharine Anne Bakes
Laura Alison Baum
Patrick Lawrence Bayer
Furkat Bazarov
Erica Lynne Bischof
Michelle Lynn Brady
Ryan Douglas Bruestle
Kenneth Michael Burton
Ashley Marie Carrico
Zann Trevor Casper
Amit Prakash Chitnis
Trevor Matthew Christensen
Dustin Paul Clark
Jeffrey Russel Clegg
Michael James Cozad
Sarah Carolyn Davies
DeMarico Antwan Davis
Rank Orion Dawson III
Michael Edward Deye
Ross Allen Dick
John Joseph Elder
Andrew Charles Evans
Francis Xavier Fay
Kevin Christopher Frantz
Alejandro Guillermo Gauna
Brian David Geringer
Stephen Todd Gloeckler
Sean Joseph Gray
Elaine Louise Guidroz
Justin Michael Guidroz
Cara Lindsay Hardig
Sijun Huang
Daniel Joseph Kaeppner
Caroline Marie Keating
Matthew B. Kessler
Diane Claire Korte
Katherine Marie Lear
John Joseph Lengyel III
Serena Nicole Liber
Louis George Linnemann
Joshua Michael Loewenstine
Daniel David Lumpkin
Scott Allan Macejak
Kevin James Maloney
Megan Elizabeth McAnelly
William Michael McCarthy Jr.
Mark James Merten
Matthew Charles Miller
Noelle Elizabeth Mills
Douglas Lee Moushey
Lakshminarasimhan Muralidharan
Jannik W. Nelson
Sara Lyons Nelson
Jaclyn Margaret Nimer
Emily Anne Okerson
Matthew Morris Partridge
Chelsea Morgan Pearson
Efrain Perez
Danielle Marie Prickel
Karim Randy Rawas
Nikolaus Josef Ress
Daniel James Rhoads
Ashley Syphard Rozier
Erica Marie Rumpke
Joseph Martin Schroeder
Peter Max Schwab
Jami Sue Seibert
Jon Aaron Sergent
Kirilka Nikolaeva Simeonova
Ashley Lynn Smith
Derek Patrick Smith
Lindsey M. Stanchfield
Kyla Mychal Starinieri
Robert James Stoffer II
Daniela Maria Tomusko
Kevin Joseph Vaught
Johncia I. Wannamaker
Molly Elizabeth Weissman
Joshua Marc Weitzman
Kristin Lynn Welch
Katherine Elizabeth Wetzel
Ann Marie Wiesman
Victoria Renne Wood
Brian Collier Wynne
Seth Aaron Zehler
Jianguo Zhong
DECEMBER 14, 2012
Radhi Abdulwahed Alzayer
Rajiv Dominic R. Bandodkar
Thomas Edward Barnhart
Davis Utterback Bethel
John Thomas Biggs III
Kelly Hishta Birkenhauer
Amy Lynne Bland
Kendra Marie Bloom
Anthony Stephen Brannen
Kelly Lynn Bridgeford
Joseph Raymond Britton II
Eric Michael Brophy
Benjamin Thomas Brubaker
Ian Stewart Cairns
Ashley Anne Caldwell
Michael James Carducci
Angela Jean Casebolt
Susana Torres Chamlee
Robert Christopher Chancey
James Louis Coleman
Anthony Blake Contadino
Jeffrey August Dattilo
Camecia Lanee’ Davis
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Sara Michele DeMent
Brittany Lynn Doseck
Nathaniel Drew Dycus
Natalie Erin Eshman
Hannah Kathleen Ewonus
Leon Joseph Fritz
David Mark Frommeyer
Molly Elizabeth Giesken
Kristen Michelle Gilwee
Alison Anne Gwynn
Christopher Robert Hafertepen
David Lawrence Harmon
Anna Maria Hehman
Sean Phillip Hoffman
Michael Bradley Hube
Robert Frank Huddle
Angela Marie Irion
Katelyn Jessica Jackson
John Paul Junker
Yashraj Vikram Kanakia
Kristen Ashley Kane
Amol Narasinh Karajagi
Aysun Kaya
Ryan Sean Kelly
Jennifer Ann Kleemeier
Robert James Kleemeier
Stephan Koch
Justin Micheal Kruse
Robert J. Lambert
Kylara Lynn Lee
Teca Gillespie Lewellyn
Nicholas John Licastro
Natalie Vitalia Lopez
Brittany Ann Mahoney
Robert Edward Mangine Jr.
Lisa Christine Mathay
Thomas F. McGrath
Christeena Barbara McHale
Dominic Joseph Melillo
Cheryl Lynn Merz
Eugene Lee Miller II
Jessica Lee Mosman
Kevin Michael Mueller
Megan Jennifer Park
Kenneth Robert Potter Jr.
James Christian Rankin
Jonathan Michael Rodammer
Patrick Michael Roetting
Monica Lynn Rowland
Austin Michael Ruffing
Katherine Elizabeth Ryder
Stephanie Lynne Salak
Wesley Saraceni
Aaron Joseph Schaffrinna
Mark Andrew Schmitz
Jeffrey Alan Schwab
Jennifer Kay Seiser
Jankirat Kaur Singh
Morgan J. Smith
Diego Felipe Soto
James William Sowar III
John Gillette Staiger Jr.
Jeffrey Thomas Stanley
Addison Michael Stearns
Michael S. Templin
Lauren Alyse Tepe
Tyler Raymond Tepe
Lisa Marie Thamann
Scott Rollin Tungseth
Kirk Timothy Walda
Benjamin Moeller Wilson
Tess Marie Wuest
Janette Rose Yauch
Matthew Michael Yauch
Mark Douglas Youngerman
Han Zhou
Aron Alexander Zirngibl
MAY 3, 2013
Anthony Michael Agin
Asif Jameel Ahmed
Mohammed Habib Alghazal
Zaid Fawaz Alshareef
Kirill Vladimirovich Andrienko
Kimberly Sue Antelo
Alexandra Ashley
Eric Douglas Banks
Kenitra A. Battle
Edward Michael Belanich
Sheela Bhaskar
Nichole Molleson Boden
Jeffrey Allen Bowles
Andrew Michael Butler
Laura Sue Caprino
Michael Joseph Carlson
Traneil K. Clark
Clyde P. L. Colaco
Sean Patrick Cole
Pamela Anne Coleman
Lucas John Croswell
Jeffrey Scot Cunningham
Sha Von Latina Dace
Steven James Davis
Ashley Elizabeth Distler
Shailesh Doshi
Jacob Mark Dunn
Elizabeth Richelle Ellington
Erin Nicole Elliott
Lindsey Michelle Elliott
Lixin Feng
Margaret A. Fenner
Christopher Stephen Fitch
Bridgette B. Forschler
Kyle Scott Foster
Richard Joseph Franchak
Daniel Stephen Frazer
Shannon W. Frazier
Alan Patrick French
Tyler Joseph Fry
Keith M. Funk
Shane Joseph Geiser
Emily Susan Gleason
Morgan Alexis Goldsmith
Megan Anne Gooding
Elizabeth Irene Graeter
William Anthony Gruber
Catherine Flynn Guibord
John Paul Gutierrez
Spencer James Raymond Hale 
Danielle Perkins Hamlyn
Alan Matthew Hand
Richard Arthur Hanneken
Evan Scott Harrison
Robert J. Hartoin
Laurie Calvert Haskell
Carrie Jean Heidacher
Lindsay Nicole Heinly
John Robert Helmle
Joseph Andrew Henchy
Nathan Riley Hicks
Jennifer Annette Hinton
Mark Andrew Hoeck
Jared Gregory Holden
Robert Charles Hon
Mark August Hopman
Brooke Kathleen Horan
Zachary Tyler Horn
Mark William Hosking
Denise Marie Huntington
Ignatia Gita Huntington
Eric Josef Igel
Anisha Kumari Jindal
Megan Lorraine Whited Johnson
Kyle Richard Jose
Vinayak Madhukar Joshi
Konstantinos T. Kales
Nolan David Kamerer
Achin S. Kansal
Kristofer Joseph Karwisch
Shravan Reddy Kasireddy
Pooja Mrithinjay Kaushik
Michael Hal Kennedy 
Lauren Michelle Kinker
Mark A. Kinsel
Emma Lynne Klingman
Joseph Richard Knueven
Simon Thomas Kretchik
Christian Andrew Kuck
Samuel Norman Larsh
Victoria Lauren Lavelanet
Jonathan Ronald Lechko
Michael John Lennon
Bingzhh Lin
Marjeta Llapi
Robert Henry Lopez Jr.
Xing Lu
Li Luo
Braden James Martini
Jeffrey John Mayrose
Danny William Mazzotta
Ryan Stephen McClain
Katayun Faye McCoy
Joseph Michael Meadows
Gregory Clarence Meyer
Jonathan Ashley Meyer
Christopher Michael Michel
Christopher James Miller
James Gary Moffat Jr.
John Thomas Mulligan
Michael Joseph Murphy
Tiffany Pearl Murphy
Nishant Nath
Santosh Balakrishnan Nair
Natalie Samantha Navellier
Andrew Christian Nielsen
Asia Allyn Nunez
Catherine Suzanne Oberer
Peter Thomas O’Neill
Erin M.Osterfeld
Matthew David Owens
Gregg Edward Pancero
SagaR Jayesh Parekh
Leah Colleen Patrick
Jared Dean Peacock
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Kari Elaine Peglar
Sarah Ruthann Penrod
Karl Mattehw Preissner
Meghan Elisabeth Przezdziecki
Nalinka Araliya Ratnavibushana
Carlton Joseph Anthony Rodrigo
Christopher Raymond Rolley
Kelly Ann Ruth
Tracie Lyne Nakamura Sauer
Kristian Nicole Scarpitti
Leslie Bailar Schehl
Matthew David Schill
Brian Matthew Schmitz
Joseph Michael Scully
Kelly Ann Seitz
Shokoofeh Shoko Seraj
Daniel Matthew Sharff
Grant Steven Sharp
Courtney Lynne Siemer
Evan Lloyd Smith
James Thomas Spivey
Wiwatthani Srianankavanich
Manoj Srivastava
Joseph David Stierwalt
Timothy Michael Stoll
Pierre-Marie Joachim Sutter
El Hadji Daouda Bocar Sy
Christen Marie Taghon
Vaibhav Tawde
Timothy Joseph Tepe
Carrie Lynn Thacker
Matthew Donald Thien
Karima Karungari Thomas
Matthew Reese Thomas
Dustin Robert Von Handorf
Valerie Lynn Von Handorf
Rafik Wahba
Weian Wang
Matthew Alan Werner
Roger Michael Westcott
Dustin Matthew Wilson
Jena Marie Wise
Daniel Paul Wittekind
Matthew Allen Woebkenberg
Nicholas Shawn Woodard
Lauren Reed Worley
Jacqueline Ellen Yee
Melissa Lynn Young
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAY 3, 2013
R. Scott Berge
Stephanie Sue Bisselberg
William Joseph Cloppert
Michael Disimile
Kirk A. Edwards
Mark Hanlon
Patrick James Lytle
Joey Michelle Reed
Kevin James Riley
Joseph P. Shadle
 
Yousuf Ahmad
Yousuf Ahmad is divisional senior vice president and chief network transformation officer for Mercy Health. He is responsible for 
transforming the delivery and implementation of primary and specialty care for the organization’s central division, including physician 
offices, hospitals, home health, senior health and housing services. Ahmad also leads the division in preparation for healthcare reform 
initiatives, including the development of the division as an Accountable Care Organization, the advancement of the Patient-Centered 
Medical Homes project and Medicare Shared Savings Program. He won the 2013 “Tomorrow’s Leader” award from the Catholic Health 
Association, honoring young leaders who will guide the Catholic health ministry in the future.
Prior to his current role, Ahmad served as divisional senior vice president and president of Mercy Health Physicians. He was responsible 
for physician strategy and executive oversight for marketing and communications for the Springfield and Cincinnati regions of Catholic 
Health Partners. He also served as senior vice president and chief information officer, responsible for strategic integration of technologies 
for business and clinical information systems.
Prior to Mercy Health, Ahmad served as vice president and chief information officer for Group Health Associates in the Tristate, where 
he implemented the region’s first electronic medical record. Ahmad also led the implementation of key clinical service lines including 
bariatric surgery, occupational and travel medicine, hospitalist medicine and sub-acute rehab.
Ahmad is an active member of the College of Healthcare Information Management Executives and a fellow in the American College 
of Healthcare Executives. He is also chair of the Tristate Health Care Supplier Diversity Consortium. He is an adjunct professor in the 
graduate program of Health Services Administration at Xavier. Ahmad is the past chair and a former board member of HealthBridge, 
Inc., a health information exchange.
Ahmad holds a doctorate in public health from the University of Kentucky, along with a master’s in health administration and MBA from 
Xavier. He earned a bachelor’s degree in computer information systems from Eastern Kentucky University.
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
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Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
Produced by Xavier University’s University Communications.
Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P., pioneer Catholic bishop of Ohio, as the first Catholic institution 
of higher learning in the Northwest Territory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the college’s first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely financed by European Catholics and particularly 
by Catholic citizens of Vienna. The first class numbered 60 students. From its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage 
of St. Francis Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted students from as far away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central America, and its educational 
quality drew many local Protestant students.
At the invitation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) assumed control of the institution in 1840, ensuring 
a steady source of faculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the first Jesuit president, the institution was renamed St. Xavier College.
Xavier offered its first evening classes in 1841 and summer courses were introduced in 1914, thus beginning a tradition of serving the 
unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring professionals in the Cincinnati community.
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier University, reflecting its growth and complexity. 
While women had been attending Xavier’s evening college since its early years, Xavier’s undergraduate “day” college became coeducational 
in 1969. In 1980 Xavier acquired the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those at Xavier, and by 1987 Edgecliff faculty, 
staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier’s growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching institution which soundly prepares students 
for careers or graduate study or both. A Xavier education, particularly at the undergraduate level, is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts 
learning contained in Xavier’s core curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis of human, cultural and ethical 
values; concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the worth and dignity of the self and others.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier’s oldest college, enrolls approximately 1,888 undergraduate and 25 graduate students, and accepts the 
primary responsibility for the liberal arts education of all Xavier undergraduates. The Williams College of Business enrolls 1,168 undergraduates 
and 785 MBA students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions of responsibility and leadership. The College of Social 
Sciences, Health, and Education enrolls 1,302 undergraduate and 1,355 graduate students in specialized areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate program in Montessori education in the 
United States. Its graduate programs in education have produced the second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. 
Xavier’s graduate program in health services administration is a recognized innovator in the field. The Executive MBA Program, the 
Health Services Administration Program and the MEd in Human Resource Development educate upper level managers, professionals 
and executives while they maintain their current positions in their respective organizations. The Department of Psychology offers a 
master’s degree with specializations in General Experimental and Industrial/Organizational. While some of these graduates continue their 
education, many assume responsible positions in corporate America. The Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) Program holds the distinction 
of being the first doctoral program at Xavier.
XAVIER’S HERITAGE 
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED BY 2013 GRADUATES
Bahamas
Canada
China
Democratic Republic of Congo
France
India
Israel
Mexico
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
South Korea
Spain 
Sir Lanka
Thailand
United Kingdom 
United States of America
THE MACE
The mace symbolizes the legal and chartered authority of Xavier University. It is brought into the gathering immediately before the 
President. Historically, the mace was a war club. In the Middle Ages it was carried by a bodyguard to defend a person of authority. 
Today, its purpose is strictly ceremonial and carried by the Grand Marshal. During the ceremony the mace rests at the front of the 
stage in its holder.
A mace is a custom-made piece of art and sometimes crafted from relics of the university. It can be decorated with gems and precious 
metals, sometimes in the official university colors. The Xavier University mace was designed and crafted by Bernard Schmidt, Professor 
Emeritus, of the department of art.
Lyrics by Xavier Alma Mater 
Tyrone Williams Music by Thomas Merrill J= 88 
'"#�II\ J iJ' J J I J J J I J. ;J J I J J J 1 r r J J 1 
14 
Xa vier is our fam-ily tree, 
Fame thatno one can im-peach, 
roo - ted in one his- to - ry. 
grow - ing to ex - tend our reach, 
1J J J J IJ J J r 
Nur -tured by our 
Plan-ting fer-tile 
le - ga- cy, 
seeds in each 
Xa -vier's hum-ble pe - di - gree 
soul and mind we serve and teach. 
Bran-ches out to touch the same God 
One com-mun-i - ty we stand,buil 
J J IJ. � #Jl J IJ J J J 
we call by rna ny names, And a - glow in 
ding dreams and hopes with hands Stretch - ing out a -
'"#�I 
J J J jJ J J J IJ. } J J] 
love a -flame, bear the fruit of X a vier's fame. 
cross the land for each wo - man, child and man. 
The Seal of Xavier University 
The seal ofXavier University combines three principal ideas: St. Francis Xavier, patron 
of the university; the Jesuit order of which he was a distinguished member; and the uni­
versity. The five vertical stripes suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier family. A right arm 
wearing the Jesuit robe holds aloft the crucifix, signifying St. Francis Xavier preaching 
Christ crucified. The three sea shells signify the three journey s of Xavier into the Orient. 
Above the shield is the Jesuit seal, IHS, the first three letters of the name Jesus in Greek. 
Below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam], which translates "to the 
Greater Glory of God," and the words Vidit Mirabilia Magna, a phrase from the psalms 
applied to St. Francis Xavier, which translates "he has seen great wonders." 


